We reopen the question of an appropriate representation to describe the masking of a sine tone midway in frequency between two sine maskera. We suggest that when the maskers are closely spaced in frequency signal detection is mediated by differences in the the stimulus envelope caus• by the target signal. We show that in previous two-masker experiments detection threshold was limited by stimulus duration. Our experiments for long stimulus durations find thresholds that are approximately independent of the phase angle between the target and the maskers. Because the different phase angles correspond to very different stimulus envelopes the observed invariance is not easy to understand. For a general phase angle the presence of the signal causes both periodic changes in the envelope and periodic frequency modulation. The experimental detection data do not allow one to distinguish between these two effects.
The masker frequencies are equally above and below the target frequency: co, = to. -to.,
o• = co, + to.,
and the maskers themselves are separated by the beat frequency to• -to= --2to..
Equation (1) 
The first factor describes [he oscillations at the average (the target) frequency. The second factor is a conslant phase shift of no interest. The third factor is the modulation factor on which all subsequent attention is focused. The modulation factor is a complex number of the form M= IMle• =Ee¾.
Generally, the absolute value I MI, which is the envelope E, is a function of time and so is the modulation phase, •b.
A. Envelope
The envelope is easily calculated from the absolute value of the third factor in Eq. (6) 
and a multiplying signal y,, = 2 cos(w•,t + O).
When the output of the bahneed modulator is added to an attenuated (a) and phase shifted {4) carrier, the result is the stimulus of Eq. (1). The balanced modulation technique produces stimuli with these characteristics:
(1) Masker amplitudes are identical. For each experimental half a subject reversed the direction of the staircase 18 times.
The first four turnhag points were ignored and the average level of the remaining 14 turning points was regarded as a measurement of the detection threshold. Data presented here are the average of two or more runs, performed after subjects had performed at least two practice runs.
III. RESULTS
The masked threshold levels with respect to 60 dB, the level of each of the maskers, for subjects B, F., J, and M are shown in Table I AM detection experiments, a value of 1.04, which is considerably smaller than 1.22.
It is not surprising that the difference limen experiments do not agree with the two-masker experiment. Whereas the former require subjects to detect a variation in an otherwise constant level, the latter requires subjects to detect a difference between two time-varying sensations. Evidently the latter is a more difficult task. Therefore we abandon attempts to relate the twomasker experiment to intensity difference limen experiments.
We next consider a model internal representation for the envelope. Our goal is to find some way in which the internal representations for the two phase conditions can be compared. Following standard energy detection theory we assume that the internal excitation is given by the square of the envelope passed through an integrator. The integrator is taken to be a one-pole low-pass filter (Green, 1965) 
